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Abstract: As an important small animal imaging technique, optical
imaging has attracted increasing attention in recent years. However, the
photon propagation process is extremely complicated for highly scattering
property of the biological tissue. Furthermore, the light transport simulation
in tissue has a significant influence on inverse source reconstruction. In this
contribution, we present two Galerkin-based meshless methods (GBMM)
to determine the light exitance on the surface of the diffusive tissue. The
two methods are both based on moving least squares (MLS) approximation
which requires only a series of nodes in the region of interest, so compli-
cated meshing task can be avoided compared with the finite element method
(FEM). Moreover, MLS shape functions are further modified to satisfy the
delta function property in one method, which can simplify the processing of
boundary conditions in comparison with the other. Finally, the performance
of the proposed methods is demonstrated with numerical and physical
phantom experiments.
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1. Introduction

Molecular imaging is a very promising and rapidly developing biomedical research field in
which the modern tools and methods are being married to representin vivo cellular and molec-
ular processes directly, sensitively, non-invasively andspecifically, such as monitoring protein-
protein interactions, gene expression, cell trafficking and engraftment [1, 2]. Among molecular
imaging modalities, optical imaging, especially fluorescence and bioluminescence imaging, has
become a research focus over the past years for its excellentperformance, non-radiativity and
high cost-effectiveness compared with traditional imaging techniques like X-ray computed to-
mography (CT), magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), positronemission tomography (PET) and
single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) [3, 4, 5]. In fluorescence technology,
the fluorophore probe inside the tissue absorbs the incidentexcitation photons produced by the
external light source, and then decays to its ground state, emitting the photons synchronously
[6, 7]. Whereas bioluminescence imaging employs luciferase enzymes, which can catalyze the
biochemical reactions of substrate luciferin to generate bioluminescent photons in the pres-
ence of oxygen, ATP and Mg2+ [8, 9]. Although the photon generation schemes are various
in different optical imaging modality, the emission spectrum in the optical engineering field is
generally in the so-called near-infrared light window of the biological tissue ([650−900]nm),
which can travel several centimeters in tissue due to the lowphoton absorption in the above
spectral window [7, 10, 11].

The propagation of the emission photons in tissue can be accurately represented by the ra-
diative transfer equation (RTE) approximated from Maxwell’s equations, but it is extremely
computationally expensive for its integro-differential nature [12, 13]. Therefore, the commonly
used mathematical model in optical imaging field is the diffusion equation derived from RTE
in view of highly scattering property of the biological tissue [12, 14, 15]. Furthermore, many
algorithms have been presented to simulate light transportin the turbid tissue and predict the
diffuse light flux on the surface of the small animal based on diffusion model [16, 17]. The cor-
responding simulation results can be employed not only to verify the correctness of the physical
model, but also to generate a sensitivity matrix which relates the surface measurements to the
internal optical properties and will be employed in the inverse light source reconstruction [12].

It is well known that analytical, statistical and numericaltechniques are three kinds of meth-
ods to solve the aforementioned diffusion approximation model [12, 18, 19, 20]. Among these
methods, numerical techniques are studied widely because of its high efficiency and good ap-
plicability, and finite element method (FEM) is one of the most typical and successful algo-
rithms. For example, Conget al. [17, 21] employed FEM to obtain the photon flux density
on the boundary of the homogeneous and heterogeneous phantoms. Lv et al. [22] used the
adaptive FEM to compute the photon energy distribution on the phantom surface. In addition,
an improved FEM was presented to handle light propagation innonscattering regions within
diffusing domains by Arridgeet al. [23]. However, finite element mesh generation and data
pre-processing are difficult and time-consuming, especially for three-dimensional irregular ob-
jects with complex internal structure like the heterogeneous biological tissue. For instance, the
human head model was discretized into 155915 elements in theliterature [24]. What is more,
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Shephardet al. [25] reported a mesh with two million tetrahedral elements!Although remark-
able progress has been made in generating the three-dimensional structured meshes for FEM
analysis of solids and structures, it is generally recognized that the development of fast and
robust meshing techniques of three-dimensional objects with complex geometrical shape and
internal structure is still a challenge in practice. Furthermore, for the linear FEM analysis, mesh
generation and data preparation before calculation often need much more time than the assem-
bly and solution of the FEM equations. Therefore, meshless methods are explored as a novel
numerical analysis approach which can avoid or greatly simplify meshing task, and they have
been successfully applied to solve problems of solid mechanics, heat transfer, fluid flow,etc.
[26, 27, 28].

In this contribution, two Galerkin-based meshless methods(GBMM) are proposed and de-
veloped for simulating the photon propagation process in the biological tissue. Compared with
FEM, GBMM uses only a set of discretized points and does not require any node connectiv-
ity or element information, which helps not only to avoid theburdensome meshing but also
to describe complex inhomogeneous domains more accurately. In GBMM algorithms, moving
least squares (MLS) approximation plays an important role,and two kinds of GBMM methods
are provided in this paper according to whether the MLS shapefunctions are modified. Then, a
linear matrix form linking the source distribution and the photon flux density can be established
based on Galerkin approach and Gauss theory with the diffusion equation and Robin boundary
condition. Moreover, our two proposed algorithms should incorporatea priori knowledge of
the tissue optical parameters, which can be assigned on the basis of available data in literature
[29] or in vivo diffuse optical tomography (DOT) measurements. The paper is organized as
follows. The next section presents the details of the proposed GBMM, diffusion model based
methods for photon propagation in the biological tissue. Inthe third section, the performance
of the two methods is validated using numerical and physicalphantoms and compared with the
simulation data based on FEM or MC and the measured photon fluxdensity by a cooled CCD
camera. In the last section, relevant issues are discussed and conclusions are provided.

2. Methodology

2.1. Diffusion approximation and boundary condition

Under the assumption that light scattering dominates over absorption, the propagation of the
emitting photons in the biological tissue can be represented by steady-state diffusion equation
when a continuous wave external excitation light source is used in fluorescence imaging exper-
iment or a bioluminescent light source is employed in bioluminescence technology [7, 14]:

−∇·
(
D(x)∇Φ(x)

)
+ µa(x)Φ(x) = S(x) (x ∈ Ω) (1)

where Ω is the region of interest;Φ(x) represents the photon flux density at locationx
[Watts/mm2]; S(x) denotes the internal source density[Watts/mm3]; µa(x) is the absorption
coefficient[mm−1]; D(x) = (3(µa(x) + (1− g)µs(x)))−1 is the optical diffusion coefficient,
µs(x) the scattering coefficient[mm−1] andg the anisotropy parameter.

In order to eliminate the diffusion approximation error near the surface where light does not
propagate diffusively, an appropriate boundary conditionshould be specified [12, 30]. When
the optical imaging experiment is carried out in a totally dark environment, Robin boundary
condition can be employed [21, 30]:

Φ(x)+2A(x;n,n′)D(x)
(
v(x)·∇Φ(x)

)
= 0 (x ∈ ∂Ω) (2)

where∂Ω is the corresponding boundary ofΩ; v(x) refers to the unit normal vector outward to
the boundary∂Ω; A(x;n,n′) is a function to incorporate the mismatch between the refractive
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indicesn within Ω andn′ in the surrounding medium. Furthermore,A(x;n,n′) can be approx-
imately expressed as the following formula when the imagingexperiment is performed in air,
for which n′ ≈ 1.0:

A(x;n,n′) ≈
(
1+ R(x)

)
/
(
1−R(x)

)
(3)

whereR(x) is a parameter relative to the internal reflection at∂Ω. According to the reference
[31], R(x) can be approximated byR(x) ≈ −1.4399n−2+ 0.7099n−1+ 0.6681+ 0.0636n. In
our study, the measured outgoing flux densityQ(x) on ∂Ω is:

Q(x) = −D(x)
(
v ·∇Φ(x)

)
= Φ(x)/

(
2A(x;n,n′)

)
(x ∈ ∂Ω) (4)

2.2. Galerkin-based meshless methods

2.2.1. Moving least squares approximation

The MLS approximation is the basis of the proposed GBMM algorithms. According to the
literatures [32] and [33], the photon flux densityΦ(x) at nodex can be approximated byΦh(x)
in the region of interestΩ:

Φ(x) ≈ Φh(x) =
m

∑
j=1

p j(x)a j(x) = pT(x)a(x) (5)

wherep j(x) is the monomial basis function of the spatial coordinates, and m is the number of
the basis functions;a j(x) is the non-constant coefficient which can be determined by minimiz-
ing the following weighted discreteL2 normJ(x):

J(x) =
Nn

∑
i=1

w(x−xi)[pT(xi)a(x)−Φi]
2 (6)

whereNn is the number of the nodes in the region of interestΩ; w(x− xi) denotes the weight
function related to the nodex, andxi is a point in the support domain ofx for whichw(x−xi) 6=
0; Φi is the approximation to the valueΦ(x) at the nodexi, which is called as the generalized
photon flux density.

After the minimization ofJ(x), the following linear equation can be obtained:

A(x)a(x) = B(x)Φ (7)

where

A(x) =
Nn

∑
i=1

w(x−xi)p(xi)pT(xi) (8)

B(x) = [w(x−x1)p(x1),w(x−x2)p(x2), · · · ,w(x−xNn)p(xNn)] (9)

Φ = (Φ1,Φ2, · · ·,ΦNn)
T (10)

Solving a(x) from Eq. (7) and inserting it into Eq. (5), we can obtain the following MLS
approximation form:

Φh(x) =
Nn

∑
i=1

Ni(x)Φi (11)

where the shape functionNi(x) is defined by

Ni(x) = pT(x)A−1(x)Bi(x) (12)

whereBi(x) stands for theith column of the matrixB(x).
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The partial derivatives ofNi(x) are given by

Ni,s(x) = pT
,sA

−1Bi + pT[A−1(Bi,s −A,sA−1Bi)] (13)

wheres represents the space variablex, y or z, and the comma indicates the partial derivative
with regard to the spatial coordinate that follows.

From Eq. (12), we can see that the performance of the MLS approximation is governed by
the basis function and the weight function. In this paper, the quadratic basis function

pT(x) = [1,x,y,z,x2,xy,y2,yz,z2,zx], m = 10 (14)

and the following quartic spline weight function are used inthe three-dimensional case accord-
ing to the references [33] and [34].

w(r) =

{
1−6r2+8r3−3r4 0≤ r ≤ 1
0 r > 1

(15)

where r = ‖x − xi‖/d is the ratio of the Euclidean distance between the evaluation point
x and the sampling nodexi to the radius of the support domaind. Removing all the vari-
ables correlated withz-component in three-dimensional GBMM procedure, we can obtain two-
dimensional GBMM program easily.

2.2.2. Modified MLS shape function

Substitutingx = xk back into Eq. (11), we have

Φh(xk) =
Nn

∑
i=1

Ni(xk)Φi = NT
k Φ (16)

where Φ designates the generalized photon flux density at all nodes in Ω, and Nk =
[N1(xk),N2(xk), · · · ,NNn(xk)]

T. And then, Eq. (16) can be further written as the following matrix
equation:

Φ̂ = ΛΦ (17)

whereΦ̂ denotes the nodal photon flux density, andΛ is referred to as the transformation matrix
[35, 36]. They can be expressed as:

Φ̂ = [Φh(x1),Φh(x2), · · · ,Φh(xNn)]
T (18)

Λ =





N1(x1) N2(x1) · · · NNn(x1)
N1(x2) N2(x2) · · · NNn(x2)

...
...

. . .
...

N1(xNn) N2(xNn) · · · NNn(xNn)




(19)

Therefore, the generalized photon flux density can be obtained from Eq. (17):

Φ = Λ−1Φ̂ (20)

and

Φi =
Nn

∑
l=1

Nl(xi)
−1Φ̂l (21)

whereΛ−1 is the inverse matrix ofΛ. Incorporating Eq. (21) with Eq. (11), we have

Φh(x) =
Nn

∑
i=1

Ni(x)
Nn

∑
l=1

Nl(xi)
−1Φ̂l =

Nn

∑
l=1

Ml(x)Φ̂l (22)
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whereMl(x) = ∑Nn
i=1 Ni(x)Nl(xi)

−1 is called modified MLS shape function, and it satisfies the
Kronecker delta function property:

Ml(xk) =
Nn

∑
i=1

Ni(xk)Nl(xi)
−1 = δlk (23)

2.2.3. Numerical implementation

According to whether modifying the MLS shape function, two meshless methods based on
Galerkin approach are developed in this article.

Using Galerkin method and Gauss theory, Eqs. (1) and (2) can be transformed to the follow-
ing weak form [30, 37]:

∫

Ω

(
D(x)

(
∇Φ(x)

)
·
(
∇Ψ(x)

)
+ µa(x)Φ(x)Ψ(x)

)
dx

+

∫

∂Ω

1
2A(x;n,n′)

Φ(x)Ψ(x)dx =

∫

Ω
S(x)Ψ(x)dx (24)

whereΨ(x) is a test function from Sobolev space. The aforementioned Eqs. (11) and (22) can
be rewritten in the following unified form:

Φh(x) =
Nn

∑
l=1

ϒl(x)Γl (25)

whereϒl(x) representsNl(x) in Eq. (11) orMl(x) in Eq. (22);Γ denotes the generalized or
nodal photon flux density.

Substituting Eq. (25) into Eq. (24) and usingϒl(x) as the test function, and then we can
obtain the matrix equation as follows:

(K + C+ F)Γ = GΓ = S (26)

where the components of the matricesK, C, F and the vectorS are given by





Kkl =
∫

Ω D(x)
(
∇ϒk(x)

)
·
(
∇ϒl(x)

)
dΩ

Ckl =
∫

Ω µa(x)ϒk(x)ϒl(x)dΩ
Fkl =

∫
∂Ω ϒk(x)ϒl(x)/

(
2A(x;n,n′)

)
d∂Ω

Sk =
∫

Ω S(x)ϒk(x)dΩ

(27)

Since the matrixG is symmetric and positive definite [34],Γ can be uniquely determined from

Γ = G−1S (28)

When the MLS shape functions are employed,Γ that solved from Eq. (28) are only the
generalized photon flux densityΦ because the MLS approximation does not pass through the
nodal function values according to the preceding subsection 2.2.1. In order to get the actual
photon flux density, that is the nodal photon flux densityΦ̂, at any point in the given domainΩ,
we need to use the MLS approximation again with the formula:

Φ̂k = [N1(xk),N2(xk), · · · ,NNn(xk)][Φ1,Φ2, · · ·,Φn]
T (29)

whereΦ̂k is the nodal photon flux density at pointxk; N1(xk),N2(xk), · · · ,NNn(xk) are the MLS
shape functions without modification. However, the nodal photon flux density can be obtained
directly through solving Eq. (28) when we use the modified MLSapproximation.

To sum up, the flowchart of the above two GBMM algorithms is shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. (a) The flowchart of the proposed GBMM algorithm without modification; (b) The
flowchart of the presented GBMM algorithm with modification.

3. Experiments and results

To evaluate the developed GBMM algorithms in this paper, numerical and physical phan-
tom experiments were performed respectively. Furthermore, the computational results based
on GBMM were compared with the simulation data by FEM or MC andthe measured photon
flux density using a CCD camera. For the sake of convenience, GBMM1 represents the GBMM
algorithm without modification, and GBMM2 indicates the other method in this section.
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3.1. Numerical phantom experiments

3.1.1. Homogeneous numerical phantom experiments

Firstly, a homogeneous tissue-like phantom was used in thisexperiment, and a light source
with a total power of 0.125nano−Watts was placed in the phantom with its center at
(6.5358,7.1537,15.0729). In GBMM study, 2178 random points were distributed in the above
phantom, as showed in Fig. 2(a). In addition,a priori optical parameters were specified as
µa = 0.035,µs = 6.0, g = 0.9 andn = 1.37 to represent the diffusive biological tissue, which
could be obtained from the literature [29]. Finally, the light exitance map on the phantom sur-
face was solved using GBMM1 and GBMM2 procedures respectively, as presented in Fig. 2(b)
and 2(c). Furthermore, the computational result of GBMM1 algorithm is completely identical
to that of GBMM2.

Fig. 2. Homogeneous numerical phantom. (a) A homogeneous tissue-like phantom with a
series of nodes and a light source; (b) and (c) The surface light power simulated by GBMM1
and GBMM2.

In order to demonstrate the accuracy of GBMM, FEM was also employed to calculate the
surface photon flux density. In FEM framework, the photon fluxdensities at 24654 discretized
nodes were simulated, and then we used the interpolation method to determine the photon
fluence at the arranged points in Fig. 2(a). Figure 3(a) and 3(b) give the volumetric mesh used
in FEM and the corresponding simulation result respectively. The computational photon flux
density based on GBMM was in good agreement with the numerical result by FEM, with the
average relative error being about 0.9%, as showed in Fig. 3(c).

As we all know, MC method, regarded as the “gold standard”, is rigorous, flexible and pow-
erful to study photon transport phenomena in the biologicaltissue, with which other numerical
techniques are often compared [12, 18, 19, 20, 30]. Therefore, MC approach was also used
to verify the performance of the above two GBMM algorithms inthis paper. In the simula-
tion experiment, a cubic light source of 2.0mm side length and 1.0nano−Watts/mm3 power
density was placed in(11.0,11.0,11.0), and four cube phantoms centered at(10.0,10.0,10.0)
with different side length from 5mm to 15mm were employed to obtain their respective surface
photon fluxes. Table 1 lists the corresponding comparative data between GBMM1, GBMM2,
FEM and MC method. RE1, RE2 and RE3 in Table 1 are the relative errors (RE) between the
computational results by GBMM1, GBMM2, FEM and the simulation data using MC method
respectively. Comparing the GBMM, FEM solution with the MC simulation results, it has found
that they have the same tendency, while the GBMM results are in better agreement with MC
simulation data than the FEM solution. Furthermore, two GBMM methods in this paper have
the same calculation precision.
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Fig. 3. FEM simulation for homogeneous phantom. (a) The volumetric mesh used in FEM
simulation; (b) The photon flux density on the phantom surface calculated by FEM. (c)
Comparison of the computational results by GBMM and FEM.

Table 1. Photon flux (nano−Watts) simulation for homogeneous phantom.

Side length MC GBMM1 RE1 GBMM2 RE2 FEM RE3
5mm 45.26 45.86 1.32% 45.86 1.32% 45.89 1.39%
8mm 42.81 43.26 1.05% 43.26 1.05% 43.29 1.12%
12mm 39.13 39.35 0.56% 39.35 0.56% 39.39 0.66%
15mm 36.21 36.25 0.11% 36.25 0.11% 36.30 0.25%

3.1.2. Heterogeneous numerical phantom experiments

A cubical heterogeneous phantom with 8000mm3 volume was utilized to further test
the performance of the GBMM algorithms, and two cube light sources of 2.5mm side
length and 1.0nano − Watts/mm3 power density were located at(6.25,6.25,11.25) and
(13.75,13.75,11.25) in the above phantom respectively. The optical parameters were assigned
to each of the two components, as listed in Table 2. In Fig. 4 and 5, we illustrate the ability of
our developed GBMM algorithms to simulate photon transportin tissue in the multiple light
sources case. We can see that the simulation data by GBMM1 andGBMM2 is identical. Fur-
thermore, the average relative error of the results obtained using GBMM and FEM is about
2.40%. In order to better demonstrate the performance of GBMM1and GBMM2, we com-
pared GBMM photon flux density with FEM calculational resultalong the detection square on
the phantom surface at heights 5mm, 10mm and 15mm from the bottom of the geometric model,
as showed in Fig. 5(c)-5(e) respectively.

Table 2. Optical parameters of the heterogeneous phantom.

µa(mm−1) µs(mm−1) g n
Region 1 0.035 6.0 0.9 1.37
Region 2 0.01 4.0 0.9 1.37

Similarly, four heterogeneous cubic phantoms with different side length from 11mm to 20mm
were set up for numerical simulation using MC method. A cube light source with a total volume
of 8.0mm3 and a power density of 1.0nano−Watts/mm3 was embedded into the phantoms with
its center at(11.0,11.0,11.0). Finally, the photon fluxes on the boundary of the phantoms were
solved by GBMM1, GBMM2, FEM and MC respectively, see Table 3.There are no any dif-
ference between the computational results of GBMM1 and those of GBMM2, and the GBMM
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Fig. 4. Heterogeneous numerical phantom. (a) A cube heterogeneous phantom with two
light sources; (b) and (c) The light exitance view of the sidesurface using GBMM1 and
GBMM2.

simulation data have better agreement with MC results than FEM solution. Furthermore, from
Table 1 and Table 3, it can be seen that the relative error of photon flux between numerical tech-
niques (GBMM, FEM) and statistical method (MC) on the phantom surface decreases gradually
with increase of the side length of the phantom, which is caused by that light propagation near
the source is anisotropic [30].

Table 3. Photon flux (nano−Watts) simulation for heterogeneous phantom.

Side length MC GBMM1 RE1 GBMM2 RE2 FEM RE3
11mm 28.42 27.91 1.79% 27.91 1.79% 27.45 3.43%
14mm 23.14 22.82 1.40% 22.82 1.40% 22.45 3.00%
17mm 18.59 18.42 0.93% 18.42 0.93% 18.14 2.43%
20mm 14.74 14.73 0.11% 14.73 0.11% 14.53 1.49%

In addition, finite element mesh generation before the assembly and solution of the FEM
equations is an extremely burdensome task required by FEM inthe experiment. For example,
the time cost of discretizing the cubic phantom into 74861 nodes and 408561 elements using
free meshing software Netgen [38] is 439.141s. Comparatively, arranging 19902511 nodes in
the phantom only needs 0.4375s in our procedure, which shows a very faithful performance of
the proposed algorithms. In FEM analysis, the corresponding time cost of FEM computation
was about 57.0s for 61067 nodes and 331376 tetrahedral elements. However, for 68921 dis-
cretized points in the same phantom, GBMM1 spent approximately 25.0s for calculating the
photon flux density based on the MLS interpolation because the computational result has been
already smooth. Unfortunately, for large three-dimensional problems, the time cost of GBMM2
will increase largely because a matrix inversion step and two times matrix multiplication are
added to modify the MLS shape function to satisfy the Kronecker delta function property. Us-
ing our GBMM2 procedure, 382.0s were required to determine the light power density in the
phantom for the same meshless node distribution. Finally, it is worth mentioning that all the
computational results in the section 3.1 have not been processed by any algorithm like normal-
ization.
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Fig. 5. FEM simulation for heterogeneous phantom. (a) The discretized mesh; (b) The
surface light power simulated via FEM; (c), (d) and (e) Comparison of the corresponding
calculational results along the detection square on the phantom surface.

3.2. Physical phantom experiments

3.2.1. Experimental preparation

Besides the above simulation studies using numerical phantoms, a series of physical phantom
experiments were carried out for demonstrating the feasibility of the proposed methods in this
contribution. In the optical imaging experiments, two cuberesinous phantoms with 20mm side
length were designed and manufactured. The two phantoms areboth made from polyoxymethy-
lene, and one or two small holes of 1.25mm radius were drilled in the phantoms to emplace the
light source, as shown in Fig. 6. According to luminescence principle of luminescent light stick,
peroxide, ester compound solutions and fluorescent dye wereinjected into the holes in the phan-
toms after thorough mix, and then the red light whose centralwavelength located about 650nm
was emitted due to the chemical reaction of the mixed resolutions. The aforementioned red light
served as the internal light source in the physical phantom experiments. However, the detectable
photon flux density of the above light source on the phantom surface was very weak, reaching
pico−Watts/mm2 level. Therefore, a liquid-nitrogen-cooled back-illuminated CCD camera
(Princeton Instruments VersArray 1300B, Roper Scientific,Trenton, NJ) was adopted to collect
the transmitted and scattered near-infrared photons on surface of the phantom, and the CCD
array can generate 1340×1300 pixels and 16 bits dynamic range images with 20µm×20µm
sized pixel. The dark current of the camera is reduced largely through cooling the CCD chip
down to−110◦C using liquid nitrogen for long exposures. Furthermore, quantum efficiency
(QE) of the CCD camera is greater than 80% for the wavelength range between 500nm and
700nm. In addition, the optical parameters of the phantom were determined by a time-correlated
single photon counting (TCSPC) system specifically constructed for the optical properties of
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the turbid medium [39]. The final measured optical parameters of the phantom at the wave-
length around 660nm were listed as follows: the absorption coefficientµa ≈ 0.0002mm−1 and
the reduced scattering coefficientµ ′

s = (1−g)µs ≈ 1.0693mm−1.

Fig. 6. Cubic resinous phantoms. (a) and (c) Phantoms with one or two light sources; (b)
and (d) The middle cross-section of the phantoms. The four degrees show the direction of
the CCD camera during data acquisition.

3.2.2. Data acquisition and analysis

All the physical phantom experiments were performed in a light-tight imaging chamber to avoid
external disturbance and light leaking. Under the computercontrol, a motorized rotation stage
was used to rotate the phantom for acquisition of the photon flux density on the four sides
of the phantom, as illustrated in Fig. 6(b) and 6(d). Firstly, the phantom with a single light
source was mounted on the sample stage, and the exposure timeof each data acquisition was
set to 30 seconds. Figure 7(a)-7(d) depict the collected luminescent light distribution from each
side of the cubic phantom when the phantom was rotated three 90◦, and the corresponding
computational photon fluence by GBMM is showed in Fig. 7(e)-7(h). Because the GBMM1
and GBMM2 results were completely identical, which is demonstrated in Fig. 8, the simulated
luminescent images were portrayed using alternative set ofGBMM data. As a result, the average
relative error between the GBMM solution and the measured photon flux density was about
3.839%, which have similar tendency and good agreement.

Subsequently, the cube phantom with two light sources showed in Fig. 6(c) was utilized for
luminescence imaging experiment. The photon energy distribution on the phantom surface was
recorded using the CCD camera with an exposure time of 20 seconds, as orderly shown in
Fig. 9(a)-9(d) along four directions separated by 90◦ presented in Fig. 6(d). As seen in Fig.
9(e)-9(h), the computed photon flux density based on GBMM wasin good agreement with the
experimental counterpart. Moreover, the computational results by GBMM1 and GBMM2 were
the same. As it is expected, GBMM worked well with the averagerelative error about 5.092%,
as shown in Fig. 10.

4. Discussion and conclusion

Optical molecular imaging has been rapidly developed and used to study physiological and
pathological processesin vivo at the cellular and molecular levels for its unique advantages in
sensitivity, specificity and directness. The research of photon propagation in the biological tis-
sue is necessary because it helps not only to improve the spatial resolution of inverse source
reconstruction but also to test the accuracy of the physicalmodel. However, the application
scope of the existing analytical and statistical techniques is restricted for their inherent charac-
teristic. Therefore, numerical techniques should be studied deeply for better applicability and
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Fig. 7. The photon energy distribution on the phantom surface detected by the CCD camera
or computed using GBMM method. (a) and (e) 0◦, (b) and (f) 90◦, (c) and (g) 180◦, (d) and
(h) 270◦.

higher efficiency, especially for the more complex geometries. In this paper, we have presented
two kinds of Galerkin-based meshless methods to solve photon transport problem in the het-
erogeneous biological tissue. In comparison with conventional FEM analysis or MC approach,
GBMM algorithms have the following novel features.

First, although many excellent and powerful automatic meshgenerators are available, mesh-
ing is computationally burdensome and expensive for three dimensional arbitrarily shaped do-
mains with complex internal structure, especially when thegeometric model is discretized into
more than 106 elements. Moreover, the transformation from the geometricmodel to the finite el-
ement data is also computationally arduous. However, two kinds of GBMM methods developed
in this paper do not require any mesh to discretize the problem, in which the photon flux density
is approximated entirely in terms of a group of scatter nodes, and the discrete equations are con-
structed without consideration of element connectivity information and interrelationship among
the nodes. Therefore, GBMM methods can avoid the time-consuming three-dimensional finite
element mesh generation compared with FEM. Furthermore, irregular complex objects with
heterogeneous internal structure can be represented more accurately, especially for the inho-
mogeneous distribution of optical properties in the complicated biological tissue. In addition,
the adaptive GBMM method can be realized easily through inserting some nodes in the high
gradient region of the field function or deleting several points in the low gradient area, but the
adaptive FEM needs to remesh the domain of the problem based on error estimation after every
iteration.

Secondly, whenin vivo small animal experiment is performed, the living small animal is a
four-dimensional object because it is impossible to maintain absolutely stationary state, that is,
there may be some surface shape variations and involuntary internal structure motions, such as
the cardiac and respiratory motions. For this moving boundary conditions case, FEM analysis
can not monitor the time-course of the above motions for the expensive computational cost of
remeshing the problem domain, which will lead to discontinuity as well as a degradation of
accuracy. On the contrary, GBMM can simplify the problem with moving boundary conditions
because no element connectivity is needed.
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Fig. 8. Comparison between measured and computational photon density on the phantom
surface at height 10mm from the bottom of the physical model. (a) 0◦, (b) 90◦, (c) 180◦,
and (d) 270◦.

Lastly, two kinds of GBMM algorithms are developed for photon propagation in the biolog-
ical tissue in this paper. Both of them are based on MLS approximation. However, the MLS
approximated function does not pass through the nodal values, so we need to use MLS approx-
imation again to obtain the actual nodal photon flux density.In other words, the MLS interpo-
lation lacks the Kronecker delta function property of the conventional FEM shape functions.
To ameliorate this difficulty, the MLS shape functions are modified in one of the aforemen-
tioned GBMM algorithms (GBMM2), with which we can not only calculate the nodal photon
flux density directly but also impose Dirichlet and Robin boundary condition reported in the
literature [30] accurately. Unfortunately, for large three-dimensional problems, the time and
memory cost of the modified GBMM algorithm will increase slightly because a matrix inver-
sion step and two times matrix multiplication are superinduced. Moreover, the GBMM results
are smooth due to the high order smoothness of the MLS shape functions, which can simplify
post-processing largely. However, some post-processing techniques are necessary to obtain the
smooth results in the framework of FEM analysis.

In conclusion, we have presented two kinds of GBMM algorithms to simulate photon trans-
port in the biological tissue. Furthermore, the feasibility of the proposed methods has been
demonstrated with a series of numerical and physical phantom experiments. The preliminary
results show that meshless methods are of huge potential in the optical engineering field. Our
future work will focus on employing the GBMM algorithms to reconstruct the internal light
source. The corresponding results will be reported later.
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Fig. 9. The surface light power distribution measured usingthe CCD camera or solved by
GBMM in four directions 90◦ apart. (a) and (e) 0◦, (b) and (f) 90◦, (c) and (g) 180◦, (d)
and (h) 270◦.
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Fig. 10. Comparison of experimental and computational surface photon flux density at
height 10mm from the phantom top. (a) 0◦, (b) 90◦, (c) 180◦, and (d) 270◦.
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